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ACT I

Heist
A Comedy in Two Acts
For Six Women and Six Men.

CHARACTERS
ALEX HANSON……………………………………17 year-old amateur filmmaker
KELLY COOPER………………………….18 year-old “bombshell” cheerleader
KENZIE LAWRENCE……………………..15 year-old rebel and troublemaker
ROBIN……………………………………………………………..16 year old movie buff
SHAWNA…………………………………………………16 year-old nerd and techie
GUS SANTORINI………….middle-aged (30s-50s) owner of “Gus’ Motel”
BEN ANDERSON……………..mysterious 25-40 year-old, passing through
MAYOR DAWN COOPER…………………..middle-aged (40s-50s) mayor of
Pine Springs; Kelly’s step-mom
SARAH………………………………25-40 year-old secretary to Mayor Cooper
PHYLLIS FALKOWITZ…………………….older (50s-70s) guest at Gus’ Motel
OFFICER POWELL…………………older (40s-60s) small town police officer
JACK BUSSARD…………older (40s-70s) businessman, former mentor to
Mayor Cooper
NOTE: Radio voices of Chief Samson and George/Georgia Thurston
the News Announcer in Act 1, Scene 5 may be spoken by offstage
actors or pre-recorded.
Shawna and Officer Powell were both written gender-neutral and
may be freely flexed. (Change Shawna to Shawn if you choose to
do so.) Robin and Jack Bussard may be carefully altered to female
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if absolutely necessary. (Please use Jackie if you do change
Bussard.)
SETTING
December 1987. It is a time of big schemes… and big hair.
Costumes should reflect the pop culture presentation of the era.
Refer heavily to John Hughes films like The Breakfast Club, Sixteen
Candles, and Ferris Bueller’s Day Off. I would also recommend
Adventures in Babysitting, Footloose, Teen Wolf and Back to the
Future as references.
For the teenagers, make Ferris Bueller, Footloose and the Breakfast
Club mandatory viewing. In my opinion, those three films will be
the best reference points for them.
One scene that may require extra work on behalf of its participants
to make it special and emotionally effective is Kelly and Kenzie’s
argument in Act 1, Scene 5. An exercise we found effective in our
original rehearsals was to run that section of the scene back to
back multiple times and then have the actors for Kelly and Kenzie
swap roles and watch each other closely, then repeat the section
back to back. It was a point of pride for both actresses that on all
three nights this show first performed, you could have heard a pin
drop after Kelly’s emotional revelation.
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ACT ONE
Scene 1: “Like The Breakfast Club, except really boring.”
Afternoon, Monday, December 21, 1987
Gus’ Motel & Hangout
Scene 2: “Cowabunga!”
Later that night
Gus’ Motel & Hangout
Scene 3: “How much did you see?”
Morning, Tuesday, December 22, 1987
Outside Kelly Cooper’s House
Scene 4: “CORRUPTION!”
Later that morning
Pine Springs City Hall
Scene 5: “You don’t know anything about me.”
Later that evening
Gus’ Motel & Hangout

ACT TWO
Scene 1: “Not that bad of a dancer.”
Morning, Wednesday, December 23, 1987
Gus’ Motel & Hangout
Scene 2: “Maybe you’ll understand.”
Midday Wednesday
Pine Springs City Hall
Scene 3: “From a certain point of view…”
Later that afternoon
Downtown Pine Springs
Scene 4: “Operation Christmas Heist”
Later that evening
Gus’ Motel & Hangout
Scene 5: “Gus Aid ‘87”
Evening, Thursday, December 24, 1987
Gus’ Motel & Hangout/The Mayor’s Office
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ACT ONE
__________________________________________________

ACT 1 SCENE 1
Location: Lobby of Gus’ Motel
Time: Late Afternoon
(As the curtains rise, we see the interior lobby of GUS’ MOTEL, the
local de facto, albeit converted, teen hangout of PINE SPRINGS,
USA, 1987. Posters and album covers from the era line the
tastefully painted “modern” walls. UPSTAGE RIGHT is the motel
entry.
UPSTAGE RIGHT, in front of a sign reading “Gus’s Motel,” is a large,
tall desk that is home to stacks of welcome magazines, business
cards, a bell, a cash register and a framed photo of a young GUS
and his father, POPS.
UPSTAGE CENTER is a door that swings out, leading to a “hallway.”
Next to the door, UPSTAGE LEFT, is a Christmas Tree.
ROBIN, age 16, stands on a footstool SR of the tree, holding a STAR
that he’s about to put on top of the tree. Opposite him is ALEX,
age 17, peering through the viewfinder of a VHS camcorder aimed
at Robin.
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CENTER STAGE is a couch, angled slightly DSR; lying supine on it is
KENZIE, age 15, thumbing through a comic book. STAGE LEFT
against the wall is a chair with a small cooler full of snacks and
drinks sitting next to it.
Finally, DOWNSTAGE RIGHT, against the wall, is a small CRT TV on a
rolling stand, currently facing away from the audience. On one
rack below sits a Nintendo Entertainment System. SHAWNA, 16,
the local techie, pretends to tinker away at the electronics.
The action unfreezes and Alex comes in for a close-up on Robin.)
ALEX: All right Robin, I’m recording. Action!
(Robin reaches up and starts to put the star on the treetop.)
ALEX: So Robin, what day is it?
ROBIN: It is December 21st, the first official day of Christmas
vacation.
ALEX: And what are we doing?
ROBIN: We are…
(Robin stretches a little further, gingerly places the star atop the tree,
then steps off the stool.)
ROBIN: …finally putting up the Christmas tree at Gus’. I have waited
every day since Thanksgiving for your boss to put this thing up,
get in the spirit of the season, to celebrate the joy of baby Jesus;
the gift of giving; the look on the face of an innocent 6 year old
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boy on Christmas morning when he wakes up to find presents
under the tree from Santa, and…
(The top of the tree unceremoniously droops, and the star falls to the
ground.)
ROBIN: To heck with Christmas.
(Robin crosses SL to get a bottle of soda from the cooler.)
ALEX: Hey, speaking of Santa, if you could ask for anything for
Christmas, what would you ask for?
(Robin takes a chug from the bottle and ponders.)
ROBIN: (Total deadpan) A 401k.
ALEX: C’mon man, I’m serious.
ROBIN: So am I! You should never underestimate the fluctuations of
the market. I may joke a lot, but I also need a secure future!
(Alex groans and rolls his eyes, then steps CS behind the couch and
aims the camera at Kenzie.)
ALEX: Aha! What about you, Kenzie?
KENZIE: What about me?
ALEX: What would you ask for for Christmas if Santa was real?
(Kenzie grumpily grabs Alex by the shirt and pulls him down close.)
KENZIE: For you to get that camera out of my face.
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(Alex whimpers, then laughs nervously as he lowers the camera and
backs away.)
ALEX: Ha ha ha! Well, I think I can handle that one! Merry Christmas,
from me!
(Kenzie fakes an overly cheerful smile.)
KENZIE: Gee, thanks. It’s what I always wanted.
(Alex hurries away from danger, crossing SR to join Shawna.)
ALEX: Shawna! My buddy! My pal! What about you?
SHAWNA: (thinks) I have been contemplating this hypothetical
scenario, but I cannot decide between world peace… or world
domination. (A beat.) Perhaps my wishes are too lofty, even for
Saint Nicholas.
(She shrugs and Alex gives up on filming.)
KENZIE: Hey, Alex, what’s up with this whole camera deal, anyway?
ALEX: Well, it’s my dad’s, but I’m trying to make a documentary.
KENZIE: What about?
ALEX: Well… about us. What our lives are like right now, so in 20 or
30 years, we can look back and remember ourselves.
ROBIN: Oh neat! So like “The Breakfast Club” except reeeeeeeally
boring.
ALEX: Yes! I mean… no! I mean… well, I don’t think we’re boring.
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KENZIE: He does have a point, Alex. We live in a town of like 2,000
people. Nothing ever happens here. Bo-ring.
SHAWNA: You have to admit, Alex, our existence here is quite
plebian.
ALEX: I can’t believe you guys! I mean, yeah our day to day lives
aren’t exactly action movies, but whose is? You guys are the best
friends I have and I want to remember this… boring or not.
KENZIE: Well fine then. What would YOU ask for from Santa?
ALEX: Me? (Clears throat) Hehe… I, uh…
KENZIE: Go on.
(OFFICER POWELL enters SR. All look over. Alex sighs, relieved.
Kenzie hides her face in her comic, Shawna goes back to tinkering
and Robin crosses back to the Christmas tree. Alex steps upstage
to greet the police officer, setting his camera on the desk.)
ALEX: Hi there! Can I help you, Officer Powell?
POWELL: Is Gus in today?
ALEX: Yeah, he’s in the back office. Let me go grab him for you.
POWELL: Thanks, Alex.
ALEX: Sure thing.
(Alex heads for the UCS door, then stops and turns back toward
POWELL.)
ALEX: You want anything to drink? Water? Coffee?
POWELL: Oh, no thanks. I’m on official business.
(Alex nods and exits. Powell adjusts his belt and begins pacing the
room. Kenzie hides her face as best she can.)
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POWELL: What? Is nobody going to say hi? Make me feel welcome?
(Falsetto) Merry Christmas, Officer Powell? (Nothing but silence.) I
see how it is.
(Powell wanders USL to the Christmas tree, reaches down and picks
the fallen star off the floor.)
POWELL: Is this yours? (Robin nods.) You want some help with it?
(Robin shrugs and crosses SR to join Shawna. Powell shrugs and steps
up on the footstool himself.)
POWELL: Kids these days. Even when you try to do something nice
for him.
(Just as Powell steps up, the hallway door is thrown open widely,
knocking him off the stool and revealing one PHYLLIS FALKOWITZ,
an older but spunky lady on a mission. The kids giggle as Powell
crashes to the floor.)
PHYLLIS: All right! Who’s in charge out here? Is it you?
(She points a finger at Robin, who’s trying to stifle his laughter.)
ROBIN: No ma’am!
PHYLLIS: What are you laughing about? You think this is funny?! I’ve
been trying to ring the front desk for twenty three minutes now
and haven’t gotten a response!
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(Robin points at Powell, who’s still lying face down on the floor.)
PHYLLIS: And just what are you doing on the floor, Officer? How
undignified. I ought to notify your supervisor you’re laying down
on the job!
(Powell climbs to his feet.)
POWELL: Hey now lady, you’re the one that knocked me down!
PHYLLIS: (making fists) I’ll knock ya down again if I don’t get some
help around here!
(Kenzie leaps over the back of the couch and steps over to Mrs.
Falkowitz.)
KENZIE: Mrs. Falkowitz, what’s the matter?
PHYLLIS: My TV stopped working right in the middle of “The Young
and the Restless.” Now it’s just “The Young!”
KENZIE: I will tell Alex to call a TV repairman when he gets back!
(Shawna clears her throat.)
KENZIE: Or… I could have Shawna come back and help you right now.
PHYLLIS: Oh, that’s be sweet of her. The sooner I can get back to my
show, the better. You don’t mind, do you dear?
SHAWNA: Do I get a toffee?
PHYLLIS: Girl, if you can put the restlessness back in the young, you
can have TWO toffees!
SHAWNA: Ooh! Yummy!
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(Shawna crosses to USC and exits behind Mrs. Falkowitz. Kenzie sits
back down on the couch.)
ROBIN: Remind me to keep a stash of toffee around in case Shawna
decides she wants world domination.
POWELL: What the heck was up with that?
KENZIE: That was Mrs. Phyllis Falkowitz. Darling, isn’t she? She’s
been coming to stay here at Gus’ every Christmas for the last five
years.
POWELL: She seems a little… high strung.
KENZIE: I would be, too, if my son’s wife forced me to stay in a motel
every Christmas.
(Just then, Alex enters, followed by GUS, a skinny, middle-aged man
who looks a bit like a hippie. Alex joins Robin at the front desk
while Gus goes to meet Powell DC.)
GUS: Hello, Officer!
POWELL: Gus! You know, you have quite the establishment here.
GUS: Well, thanks.
POWELL: That wasn’t a compliment.
GUS: Ah.
POWELL: I was just observing how you let a bunch of teenagers come
in and take over your motel. Pretty unorthodox, I’d say.
GUS: Well, I like to think I’ve made my business a place of comfort,
not just for the guests but for the kids. I’d even argue it helps
make your job easier.
POWELL: I’m not sure I follow.
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(Gus circles around to the back of the couch UC and gestures
downward toward Kenzie, who’s pretending to still be invested in
her comic book.)
GUS: Well, the alternative is having a bunch of kids strung out on the
drugs, causing trouble and who knows what else. Wouldn’t you
rather have them in a safe, welcoming environment where they
can read comics, listen to music and play games in peace? Shoot,
the way I see it, if it weren’t for me, you might actually have to do
your job.
POWELL: Hey now…
GUS: I’m just kidding, Powell.
(Gus comes back around the other side of the couch.)
GUS: So to what do I owe the pleasure of this visit today?
POWELL: I’m here on official city business. Do you have a moment?
Privately?
GUS: Sure. Come on back to my office.
(Gus and Powell exit UC while Shawna re-enters past them, chewing
on a toffee.)
SHAWNA: I must say… deeee-lectable!
(She crosses SR to return to her work.)
KENZIE: You ever going to get that thing working again? I wanna kick
your butt in Super Mario.
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SHAWNA: Kenzie, you know full well that Super Mario is not a
competitive game.
KENZIE: It is if you make it one. (A beat.) Hey Alex!
(Kenzie leaps over the back of the couch again, snatches Alex’s
camera off the desk and aims it at him.)
ALEX: What? HEY! What’re you doing with that?
(He goes to get it from her, but she backs up further SL.)
KENZIE: Oh ho ho! The tide has turned!
ALEX: C’mon, give it back! My dad will kill me if anything happens to
it.
KENZIE: You got to ask us what we all want for Christmas. Now fess
up. What do YOU want? Action!
(Alex sighs.)
ALEX: (muttering) AdatewithKellyCooper.
(He coughs, trying to cover it up.)
ROBIN: What was that?
(Alex turns, embarrassed.)
KENZIE: No really, what did you say, Alex?
ALEX: Nah, I don’t…
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KENZIE: C’mon! I THINK I heard what you said, but I just need to hear
it again.
ALEX: Guys, just give me my camera back.
(Robin crosses SR to join Kenzie.)
ROBIN: It sounded suspiciously like it involved an airhead
cheerleader. Something like “A Date with Kelly Cooper?”
ALEX: No, I said… (coughs) I’d hate flying in a helicopter.
ROBIN: Wow. That makes absolutely no sense at all!
KENZIE: I don’t even get why he’s so embarrassed. He just wanted to
document what our lives are like right now and surely his own
love life is part of that, right Robin?
ROBIN: Aye, Captain.
ALEX: C’mon guys. Stop. Give me that.
(Kenzie pulls the camera away as Alex reaches for it again. During
this next exchange, the USR door opens and KELLY COOPER, age
17, a bombshell, enters wearing a very heavy winter coat.)
KENZIE: Not until you fess up.
ALEX: Not going to happen.
KENZIE: Come on. Tell us all about how you want to go out on a date
with Kelly Cooper the cheerleader and make kissy faces at her all
night.
ALEX: I really don’t think it’s any of your business!
KENZIE: Isn’t she a little out of your league?
ALEX: I don’t know what you’re talking about. Give me the camera
back!
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(Shawna notices Kelly first and cringes, hiding her face in her hands.
Robin notices second and stops smiling. He taps Kenzie on the
shoulder and points toward Kelly, who slowly crosses to UC
behind Alex. Kenzie suddenly stone-faced, ever so slightly lowers
the camera.)
ALEX: All right, fine! If I could ask for anything for Christmas, I’d ask
for a date with Kelly Cooper. You happy?
(He grabs the camera back and then notices Kenzie & Robin staring
past him.)
ALEX: Glad you didn’t break it. Well what’s your problem? You got
what you wanted. (A couple beats and a slow realization.) She’s
right behind me, isn’t she?
(Both Kenzie & Robin nod. Alex slowly turns around.)
ALEX: (His voice breaks) KELLY! *ahem* Kelly. Hi.
(He stares as she smiles at him brightly, then suddenly jumps into
action.)
ALEX: C-can I help you get your coat?
KELLY: Sure!
(Alex helps her slip off her winter coat.)
KENZIE: Aww, Alex, why don’t you ever do that for me?
ALEX: Because you’re not a lady.
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KENZIE: (to Robin) He’s got me there.
(Alex takes the coat and moves to hang it on the coat rack USR by the
door, but then stops and looks back, confused. Underneath the
winter coat, Kelly is wearing an acid-washed jean jacket.)
ALEX: Do... do you want me to take the jacket too, or...?
KELLY: (chipper) I’m good, thanks!
(Alex shakes his head and continues to hang the coat. Kelly looks
around as Kenzie flips over the couch back and lays down again
and Robin crosses SR to join Shawna again.)
KELLY: So... this is the famous Gus’! Wow!
KENZIE: Sure is, what the heck are you doing here?
ALEX: Hey! Be nice!
(Kenzie rolls her eyes.)
ALEX: (sweetly, to Kelly) We don’t see you around here often.
KENZIE: (mock nasally Valley girl) Or like, everrrrr.
Alex glares at Kenzie but continues.
ALEX: What, uh… what brings you to Gus’?
KELLY: (Not entirely the truth) Me? Uh… well… all… my other friends
went on a ski trip, so I’m stuck here in Pine Springs! So I decided I
would finally come see what this place is like. Yep. That’s why I’m
here.
ALEX: And? What do you think?
(Kelly looks around.)
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KELLY: It’s pretty rad, you know? It’s so... What the word I’m thinking
of?
KENZIE: She thinks?
KELLY: COZY! And I like these decorations!
ALEX: (puffing his chest a bit) Well, you know, I picked them out.
ROBIN: We helped, too, you know.
KELLY: And this Christmas tree is really pretty... except... where’s the
star?
ROBIN: I don’t want to talk about it.
(Kelly spots the camera.)
KELLY: Oh! What’re you filming?
ALEX: Huh? Oh! This! Well, uh, we, er, I...
(Robin swoops in and slaps his friend on the back.)
ROBIN: Alex here is making a documentary.
KELLY: Really?! What’s it about?
ALEX: Well, uh... It’s about... us.
KELLY: Huh?
ALEX: OH! No! Not "us us." I mean, it’s about me and my friends. Us.
(He gestures to the rest)
ALEX: Robin, and Kenzie, and Shawna, and me. About what our lives
are like. So we can remember it when we grow up.
KELLY: (Concerned) Oh, is something wrong?
ALEX: No... why do you ask?
KELLY: Well I’m just curious… you said you were filming it so you
could remember it when you grew up, but why couldn’t you just
remember it with like, your memories and stuff?
KENZIE: Thank you!
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ALEX: Oh! No, I mean I want to be able to look back and see it exactly
how it
was, you know? Memories can get fuzzy when you get older.
KELLY: Ohhhhh, okay. That makes sense. I know how that goes. Like,
this one
time when I was a little girl, I had this Teddy bear, I called him Mr.
Piffles and he was sooooo soft and fuzzy! And then I got too old
for him, so I put him away and then last year, I finally found Mr.
Piffles in my closet, and you know, it turns out my memory of him
was a lot fuzzier than he is today.
(Kelly grins widely, nodding, self-satisfied.)
ROBIN: (to Kenzie & Shawna) You know, I’m not sure whether to be
horrified at how wrong she was or surprised at how insightful that
was about aging.
ALEX: Hey, Kelly... Do you... do you want to be in it?
KELLY: Sure! What do I have to do?
ALEX: Well, I was just asking everyone the question... if, you know,
Santa Claus... er, was real... what would you ask him to get you for
Christmas?
(The front door opens and BEN enters USR. He’s somewhere
between 25-45, wearing a thick coat, a toque, and has a rather
large duffel bag slung over his shoulder. Alex looks back and
groans.)
ALEX: Sorry, I gotta get back to work. Maybe later?
Kelly nods.
KELLY: Okay!
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(Alex wanders around to the front desk. Kelly goes to sit at the edge
of the couch, but Kenzie flops herself to stretch out as far as she
can across the couch so Kelly can’t sit down. Kelly then tries to sit
on the arm of the couch, but Kenzie flops forward a bit further to
rest her legs on the other arm of the couch. Kelly gives up &
decides to just sit on a chair nearby.
Meanwhile, Shawna turns the TV around and turns it on, and begins
playing Nintendo. Kenzie & Kelly both watch. Robin, on the other
hand, goes back to the Christmas tree and begins adding a couple
more decorations, before finally getting back up on the stool to
hang the star.)
ALEX: Hey there, sir. What can I do for you?
BEN: My car broke down just outside town and I need to get it towed
in and fixed.
ALEX: I’m sorry to hear that. Are you all right?
BEN: Yeah, fine. Does it always snow this much?
ALEX: Yeah, it gets pretty thick some winters. Here. Try Larry’s Auto
Shop down on
Main Street.
(He hands Ben a business card from atop the counter.)
BEN: Thanks. I’m probably going to need to rent a room for the
night... maybe a few nights.
ALEX: Of course! Can I have you fill out this please?
(Alex hands him a piece of paper)
BEN: Sure... is it okay if I just pay each night I need to stay? I don’t
know how long this is going to take. All I’ve got is cash.
ALEX: No problem.
BEN: Thanks, kid.
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(Ben takes a pen and starts scribbling on the paperwork. Just then,
POWELL comes through the hallway door, followed quickly by
Gus, who shoves Powell. The star falls off the top.)
ROBIN: Nonononono! Aw, COME ON!!!
GUS: Get out of my business! Go on! Get out!
POWELL: Gus, you have three days, or else.
GUS: I swear to God, if you ever show your face in my business again,
you’re going to regret it.
POWELL: Are you threatening me? I can arrest you for that.
GUS: It’s not a threat, it’s a promise.
(PHYLLIS enters from the hallway.)
PHYLLIS: What on Earth is all this racket out here? I wanted
restlessness, not disaster!
GUS: (suddenly softening) Oh, I’m sorry Mrs. Falkowitz. It’s nothing. I
was just showing Officer
Powell to the door. We’re sorry if we disturbed you.
POWELL: Yes. Sorry, ma’am. I’ll be on my way. Three days, Gus.
(Powell turns to head to the door, but he stops and looks back.)
POWELL: Kelly… Kelly Cooper? I’m surprised to see you here with all
these…
(Kelly shifts nervously in her seat as all eyes turn to her except Gus’
who remain fixed on Powell.)
POWELL: …swell people.
KELLY: I was here to see Gus…
POWELL: About?
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(Kelly sinks further into the seat, trying to get as small as she can.
Alex cocks his head, confused. Gus steps between Kelly and
Powell.)
GUS: (firmly) Powell?
(Powell clears his throat and takes a deep breath.)
POWELL: Well, I reckon it’s not my place to tell your mother where
you’re at. (He suddenly remembers something.) Oh! Gus… I just
about forgot. There was a big bank robbery up in Delta County
yesterday. I’m supposed to warn all the businesses… we don’t
know how much they took or what the perps look like, but be on
the lookout for suspicious looking strangers with large bills, all
right?
(Ben leans into his paperwork, hiding his face as best he can.)
GUS: (a bit cold) I will do that, Powell. Thank you.
POWELL: And you kids stay warm, hear?
(The kids all murmur thanks and thank yous and sures as he exits
USR. Once he’s gone, Gus lets out a major sigh of relief.)
ALEX: Gus, what the heck was that all about?
GUS: Alex, we’ll talk later. Mrs. Falkowitz, I’m sorry about the
disruption. Can I get you anything?
PHYLLIS: No, no, I’m just fine. Thank you, Gus. I just needed to see
what all the hubbub was.
GUS: Well, how about I knock 15% off your room rate for the
inconvenience?
PHYLLIS: Oh, Gus, you don’t have to do that.
GUS: No, I insist.
PHYLLIS: Well then, I accept. Thank you! Good evening everybody!
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ALL (except Kelly and Ben): Good evening Mrs. Falkowitz!
(She waves around the room and makes her grand exit. Gus joins
Alex behind the counter.)
GUS: (to Ben) And I’m sorry you had to see that, Mister. I hope this
little incident hasn’t put you off staying here.
BEN: Not at all.
GUS: Alex, go ahead and knock off the 15% off this gentleman’s room
rate, too, please.
(Alex nods enthusiastically and hands Ben some change back. Gus
gives Ben his room key.)
BEN: Thanks Gus.
GUS: It’s my pleasure to have you here. Enjoy your stay. Your room is
just down the hallway on the right.
(Ben crosses to USC and exits through the hallway door. The kids all
watch Gus warily.)
KENZIE: Is everything okay, Gus?
GUS: Yeah, everything’s great. It’s just, uh... (he looks at his watch)
it’s getting late, and it’s getting dark. How about you guys pack up
for the evening and head home?
ROBIN: Yeah, sure thing, Gus.
(Robin & Shawna both grab their coats from the coat rack USR and
exit together. Kenzie gets up off the couch and goes past the front
desk toward the door.)
GUS: Hey Kenzie. (She looks back.) There’s a couple of sandwiches in
the cooler if you want to take ‘em home.
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(Kenzie smiles and nods, goes over to the cooler, grabs the
sandwiches and dashes off toward the door - no coat. Finally,
Kelly rises and crosses to the front desk.)
GUS: Kelly?
KELLY: I’m sorry, Gus. I was trying to warn you Powell was on the
way.
GUS: (kindly) I wondered. Don’t worry, things will work out all right.
Have a good night. And tell your dad I say hi.
(Alex looks thoroughly confused, but he runs over and helps Kelly
with her coat - over her jacket.)
ALEX: Thanks for coming Kelly. Maybe... Maybe I’ll see you later?
KELLY: Maybe.
(She winks and exits. Alex closes the door and leans back against it.
Gus grins.)
GUS: Makes your heart flutter, eh?
ALEX: Makes a LOT of things flutter.
(Alex starts picking up after his friends - neatly organizing Kenzie’s
comics, rolling Shawna’s TV stand up against the SR wall as Gus
pulls a few sheets of paper from his pocket, unfolds and skims
them, then opens the cash register and starts counting the money
inside. After a moment or two, Alex stops and looks up.)
ALEX: Hey, Gus... what’s really going on?
(Gus jumps a bit, nervously.)
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GUS: Alex... I’ll tell you later. Promise. If you want, you can take the
rest of your shift off. I kinda just need some peace and quiet.
ALEX Yeah... yeah. Thanks, Gus. Good night!
(Alex puts his jacket on, grabs the video camera, and exits. Gus
finishes counting the money and groans.)
GUS: Not enough.
(He puts the money back in the drawer, then grabs the papers, the
photo of Pops, and goes to the center stage. He looks around the
room, contemplating.)
GUS: (to the photo) Well, Pops. I tried.
(He sets Pops’ photo back on the counter, tosses the paperwork into
a small trash bin near the desk... then heads to the hallway exit.
As he opens the door and crosses through, he hits the switch on
the wall and...)
LIGHTS DOWN. END SCENE.
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